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material
color on painted steel
fabric width 
longitudinal pull control 
transvers pull control 
pinned wheels diameter 
skew rollers number
bow roller number
deflection of bow rollers 
max skew correction  
max bow correction 
max skew speed
max mechanical speed 
max fabric tension
voltage 
installed power 
motorization
speed compensator
analyses per minute
light sources

no. heads in oscillating reading unit (option)
operator pannel 
control PLC 
user interfaces 
ambient temperature
noise

carbon steel
RAL 7021 for the structure RAL 9006 for side doors
2000 mm
by mean of oscillating compensator
continuosly adjustable
800 mm
2 Ø 114 mm
2 Ø 120 mm
MDC 3%  FDC 2,5%   
stroke 240 mm +/-120
stroke 120°
25 mm/sec
up to 150 mt/min  
4KN standard version 8KN reinforced version
standard 3x400 Vac – 50 Hz or others on request
10 Kw
A/C controlled by inverter
with variable weight (fabrics <50 g/sqm) adjustable through program
600÷1800 using refl ected light and pulsing light simultaneously
2 high power illuminators with pulsing infrared light, used simulta-
neously for illumination withreflected light and pulsing light
4 STD1 heads connected via serial line to electric panel
Schneider color touch-screen 
Schneider 
VDTEX 15” touch with LinVDTEX system and LinPRINTER 
from 0 to + 55° (optional a/c for electrical cabinet)
<75 dB(A)

KOMBI WEFT STRAIGHTENER

The Bianco® Kombi Weft Straightener is compact, fully 
automatic and easy to use, allowing effective and ef-
ficient processing of dry or damp knitted and woven 
fabrics.

It combines in a single pass the performance of the 
pinwheel straightener with that of the cylinder weft 
straightener.

The Kombi model is the best solution for the straight-
ening of weft distortions upstream of printing lines and 
other processes.

Bianco® Weft Straighteners include several types of machine for correcting fabric 
distortion in various finishing processes.
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KOMBI WEFT STRAIGHTENER

The specification, data and drawings contained herein are purely indicative and may be subject to changes at the discretion of the manu-
facturer.


